[Cytogenetical alterations in the workers of higher chemical hazard enterprises in accordance with duration of the employment period].
Cytogenetical examination was performed in 135 workers of higher chemical hazard enterprises with the duration of the employment period from 1 to 23 years. Weak, but statistically significant correlations were observed between indices: the total rate of chromosome aberrations (CA) (Tau = 0.14, p < 0.05), the rate of single fragments (Tau = 0.12, p = 0.01), the rate of ring chronosomes (Tau= 0.12, p = 0.04), the rate of double fragments (Tau = 0.13, p = 0.02), the rate of chromosomal exchange aberrations of chromosome type (Tau = 0.13, p < 0.03) and "the rate of multiaberrant metaphases" (Tau = 0.2, p = 0.0008) and the duration of the employment period at the higher chemical hazard enterprises. The rates of all types of CA was significantly higher in the group with duration of the employment period more than 5 years the significant exceedance of the control level was observed only for the total rate of CA and the rate of single fragments. Other CA types do not significantly exceed control indices. The ratio of carriers of CA of exchange type in the long standing group was significantly higher than in the short standing group, in that ring chromosomes were observed in the long standing group. Differences in the ratio of persons with the normal and increased levels of CA were statistically significant.